
AP ART Final Exam
Keynote/iMovie Portfolio Presentation

bjorjea@pewaukeeschools.org

http://phsvisualartdept.weebly.com 
Basic Directions:  Create a presentation that highlights the best work that you have created this year.  
(Minimum of 15 works required)  The presentation will include images of your work as well as words to 
explain your progress.  The work from second semester should be highlighted especially.  This presentation 
must include all of your concentration pieces especially those in the exhibit. See details below.

Organization:   10 points
Divide the presentation in a way that makes sense and shows what you have accomplished and explored.  

1. For example if you have done a lot of still life and collage work you might have slides that show 
still life and the progression through that subject and then collage and the progression through it.  

2. You could organize the way the AP portfolio is organized:  Breadth, Concentration and Quality.
3. You could also organize your work chronologically from the beginning of the year to present.

Digital Organization:   25 points
Deposit a copy of all your jpg images of your work and this presentation in the share drive on the mac 
computers.  Make sure you have both a Breadth Folder and a Concentration Folder.  You may also have an 
additional folder of free choice images you’ve created that didn’t get chosen for either Breadth or 
Concentration.  Please name your files as follows:  lastname_firstname_br1.jpg (for breadth) or cn1.jpg 
(for concentration).  Please also photograph your exhibit and include at least 3 images from the exhibit in 
your presentation and on the Share Drive. 

Written Requirements:  25 points
Discuss the following in words either on the slides or aloud as you present.  Do not re-critique each 
piece, but rather discuss your general development and use the pieces as evidence of your statements. 

1. Explain how each work chosen demonstrates your growth as an artist in terms of the three Cs:  
concept (idea development), craftsmanship (use of media) and compositions (overall design of 2 
or 3 dimensional space).  Explain the creative or innovative approach you used to make your 
work unique and interesting, while still meeting the criteria for each assignment.

2. Tell which of the elements and principles of design the artworks illustrate and how they do this.
3. What was the most useful or helpful thing you learned from the work you’ve created and the 

class journey we took. (ooo cosmic artist talk)
4. Printed copy of what you said so I can reference after exam for grading

Design:  15 points
You are an artist!  Don’t just use the boring PowerPoint backgrounds.  Use the colors and fonts and create 
your own design that matches your work and highlights your talents as a designer.  If you know animation 
software and want to do a fancy flash animated version of your portfolio go for it!  I know you’re a 
senior….but be proud and do something beautiful!  I will use these to show to future students to inspire 
them to greatness.  I am still here for you…please still be here for me.

Oral Presentation:  25 points
Do not read your slides to us.  PRESENT!  The following will be considered:

1. Seriousness about the assignment…a sense of humor is ok, but have a serious attitude about this 
please.

2. Volume of voice, poise, fidget factor and all that other style stuff.
3. Fluid comfortable presentation that makes sense to all. 

In addition to doing this presentation your exhibit will be graded as an assignment 
grade.  Please see the following rubric for what is required.
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